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• Religion
New minister settles
in at Wilson Center
By Kathryn Ritchie
Asst. City Editor
The Wilson Center welcomed
a new minister this summer.
"I'm very pleased to be here,"
the Rev. Dana C. Reed said. "If
ever there was a dream sheet of
positions I could have, this is one
of them."
Reed is very interested in
reaching out to the college crowd.
He said he's toying with the idea of
wearing a traditional white collar
so he'll be easier to recognize.
"The most crucial aspect is to
be on the campus with students to
put myself in a place where I can be
available for spiritual and religious
needs," Reed explained.
He said he enjoys walking
around campus and offering friend-
ly support or encouragement to
someone who looks depressed or
confused.
"Religion would always be
there, but it wouldn't overshadow
the interpersonal connection,"
Reed said.
Along with typical duties like
paperwork and reading, Reed said
he spends a lot of his time just
trying to be free and available for
people who drop by. He will, how-
ever, continue his predecessor's
tradition of hosting pot luck din-
ners, and he's even thinking about
starting a book group to explore
the connection between religion
and the environment.
Of major importance to Reed is
building up his congregation. When
his predecessor, Minister Elizabeth
Morris, died in a car accident in
1993, the abruptness of it appeared
to break up the congregation he
said. He added that the four-year
college cyle also plays havoc with
the size of the congregation.
At a community church, Reed
said, new ministers get a "ready-
made" congregation, which is very
different from being a college chap-
lain.
"I kew I would be blessed if
one or two people showed up,"
Reed said. He gives his sermons
Sundays at 5 p.m. in the Drum-
mond Chapel in the Memorial
Union.
Reed said he plans to spend 25
percent of his time contacting area
parishes and getting in touch with
their college-bound high school
seniors. He compared his recrut-
ing style to a coach trying to build
Dana Reed, new minister at the Wilson Center. ( Nate Geyer-
hahn Photo.)
up a sports team; to get the best
results in the upcoming years, one
has get the attention of the young-
er crowd.
He hopes this will open up the
lines of communication. He said
he'd even write college recom-
mendation letters for students.
See REED on page 6
• Summer
UMaine ROTC students excel in advance camp
By Katie Litle
Special to the Campus
While most University of
Maine students were kicking back
in the sun or taking on a job this
summer, the third-year ROTC stu-
dents were at advanced camp or
training in Army hospitals.
According to Lt. Col. Jeffrey
Wright, the ROTC students not
only endured advance camp, but
also ended the training with some
of the highest scores in the nation.
"Our students scored above the
average in every evaluated area,"
Wright said.
All ROTC students must go to
advance camp between their jun-
ior and senior years, Wright said.
Eight UMaine students spent six
University of Maine ROTC cadets receive instructions on drill and ceremony procedures from
Drill Instructor Barney, U.S. Army. (Joe Lachowski Photo.)
weeks at Fort Bragg in Fayetteville,
N.C.
The camp begins with a phys-
ical training test, Wright said. From
then on, the students are evaluated
on things such as leadership,
marksmanship and land naviga-
tion.
The camp is split between the
garrison and tactical phases. Dur-
ing the garrison phase, students
are evaluated in a base environ-
ment. During the tactical phase
they are evaluated in a war envi-
ronment.
"You get up at 5 a.m. and right
from the get-go you're in a high
energy situation," said senior
Kevin Otenti.
See ROTC on page 4
• Benefactor
Noyce leaves
legacy at UM
By Melissa Paquette
City Editor
Philanthropist Elizabeth Noyce,
who contributed millions to the Umi-
versity of Maine, died early Wednes-
day at age 65.
President Frederick E. Hutchin-
son issued a statement yesterday prais-
ing her generosity.
"People tend to associate Betty's
generosity only with Portland," Hutch-
inson said. "Some don't realize that
she was extremely generous else-
where, particularly in Orono with the
University of Maine."
Noyce gave nearly $4 million to
UMaine. Her contributions included:
• $2.5 million endowment for Li-
bra professorships;
• $1 million for the Maine Center
for the Arts;
• $218,000 for merit-based sZO-
larships;
• $62,000 for the university's Ira
C. Darling Marine Research Center
in Walpole.
Noyce's death was unexpected,
despite her suffering from asthma
and emphysema. Maine Maritime
Academy President Leonard Tyler,
a friend of Noyce, told the Bangor
Daily News Wednesday that she
seemed in good health last Friday
when she attended the celebration of
the school's alumni association's
50th anniversary.
Noyce was born in Saugus, Mass.,
but moved to Maine from California
after divorcing her millionaire hus-
band, Robert Noyce, who founded
Intel Corp. and Fairchild Semicon-
ductor. Robert Noyce died in 1990.
The couple leaves behind four chil-
dren.
UniversityofMaineSystemChan-
cellor Terrence J. MacTaggart never
met Noyce, but still regrets the loss.
"Words will not convey the im-
pact of Betty Noyce's sudden death
on the state of Maine," MacTaggart
said. "Indeed, her $5 million contri-
bution in 1989 to the University of
Maine System's statewide capital
campaign was the largest gift in the
history of Maine public higher educa-
tion."
There will be a memorial service
at 2 p.m. Monday at the Cumberland
County Civic Center in Portland.
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• Business woes
Japanese broker to be investigated
1 
TOKYO (AP) — Losses amassed by a lone copper trader totaled $2.6 billion —
44 percent higher than an initial estimate three months ago, Sumitomo Corp. said
Thursday.
Sumitomo also said it will seek criminal charges against Yasuo Hamanaka, the
company's former top copper trader who it said acted alone in the unauthorized transactions
over a decade. Hamanaka has been fired.
Both Hamanaka and Sumitomo are reportedly under criminal investigation in the United
States, Britain and Japan, but have not been charged.
Sumitomo said that the higher losses reflected the unexpectedly large value of the trades
and a drop in world copper prices, which have fallen about 10 percent since the disclosure
on June 13.
The company said no further revisions in the loss figure are expected. Market traders had
feared the losses would be even higher.
The news was taken as a sign that Sumitomo had sold enough copper to wipe the losses
from its books, helping to lift copper prices on world markets. On the London Metal
Exchange, copper for the benchmark three-months delivery rose to $1,920 per metric ton,
up from $1,910 Wednesday.
• Entertainment?
Live studio audience
displeased with exam
4 STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — Swedish tele-vision plans to show a woman undergoing a
gynecological examination in front of a studio
audience — a move that has sparked some debate.
The examination was taped for next Thursday's
episode of "Lotta," an Oprah Winfrey-style talk show
at 10 p.m. on Channel 5, a privately owned station.
"When the little camera that the doctor held in his
hand was switched on and people saw the girl's genitals
on two big TV screens, it was absolutely silent," a
woman in the audience told the newspaper Expressen.
"It was distasteful. How far are TV channels pre-
pared to go in the hunt for viewers?" said a spectator,
who was not identified.
Mats Oerbrink, Channel 5's director of program-
ming, disagreed.
"I'm not so sure it's so controversial," he told The
Associated Press. "In my opinion it's maybe a little
boring. It's very medical."
The woman being examined was not identified and
her face wasn't shown.
Oerbrink said the "Lotta" show has a strong femi-
nist perspective and he didn't expect any public pres-
sure to cancel the episode.
• World-class competition
Games attract world's top players
2 YEREVAN, Armenia (AP) — China defeated Cuba to hold on to the lead in theWorld Chess Olympiad on Thursday, but Russia moved into second place just a half-
point behind.
In the fourth of the Olympiad's 14 rounds, China beat Cuba 2.5-1.5, while Russia
overcame Germany 3-1. China now has 13 points to sia's 1.
Poland, Georgia, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and Kazakstan were tied for third with
11.5 points each.
The competition's highest-ranking players, Garry Kasparov and Vladimir Kramnik,
both of the Russian team, both brought their games to a draw.
Kasparov, ranked No. 1 in the world, was playing against former Russian Artur
Yusupov, who now heads the German team. Kramnik, No. 2, played against Germany's
Robert Huebner.
The Russian team won the last Olympiad in Moscow two years ago.
In women's games, Ukraine rushed ahead, defeating England 3-0 to bring its total to
10.5. Georgia and China were tied for second with 10 points each, while Russia and
Hungary trailed with 9.5 points.
Play runs through Oct. 2 in Yerevan, the capital of Armenia.
• Court news
Testimony concerning
gas attack sheds light
3 TOKYO (AP) — A heart surgeon testified todaythat he gave up a respected practice to administer
sham medicine and ultimately kill for doomsday cult
guru Shoko Asahara because he was convinced Asahara
was god incarnate and would save the world.
The testimony of Dr. Ikuo Hayashi, the first top disciple
to take the stand against Asahara, could help send the cult
leader to the gallows for allegedly masterminding the dead-
ly nerve gas attack on Tokyo's subways last year.
"We thought we could save the world through our work
for Asahara," said Hayashi. "But we ended up contributing
to the wrong cause."
Asahara, whose Aum Shinri Kyo — "Supreme Truth"
— cult once claimed some 40,000 members worldwide,
stands accused of nearly 20 crimes, including the murders of
an anti-cult lawyer and his family and of seven other people
in a nerve gas attack in central Japan two years ago.
Since his trial opened in April, the puffy-faced, bearded
Asahara has refused to enter a plea and has maintained a defiant
nonchalance — at times even sleeping in the courtroom.
Asahara appeared nervous as he listened to his former confi-
dante tell the court that he ordered Hayashi, through another senior
cult member, to help carry out the subway attack.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
A mix of sun and clouds.
Highs around 70.
Saturday's Outlook
Mostly sunny. Highs in
the lower 70s.
Extended Forecast
Sunday...Fair.
Monday...Chance of showers.
Tuesday...Chance of showers.
Lows iii the 40s. Highs near 60.
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• Substance abuse
Hope Center opens doors to recovering addicts
By Kathryn Ritchie
Asst. City Editor
Set on a rolling manicured lawn near
University College of Bangor, the Hope
House offers counseling and a never-
ending supply of support for homeless
and drug-addicted people trying to get
help.
"Hope House is a well-kept secret,"
Jane Jack, a recovering addict said. "They
took me when no one else would."
This is Jack's third attempt at recov-
ery in three years, and she said the Hope
House differs from other recovery pro-
grams because it concentrates on people's
problems instead of how much their in-
surance is willing to pay.
From the moment a person walks
through the door, they are also met with
choices about their own recovery. The
doors are never locked, leaving the op-
tion to stay or go solely in the patient's
control. Resource developer Chris Olsen
said that even when patients leave and
return days or months later, they are not
turned away or denied help because it's a
"compassion issue."
"The longer people have ties and more
support, the higher the success rate," Ols-
en said.
"This might be the time it'll work for
them," Jack agreed, seeming to speak
from experience. Jack came to the house
last April and has been on a road to
recovery ever since.
"It's a daily disease, like being a dia-
betic," she explained.
She said the catalyst for her last visit
to rehab was being arrested and hand-
cuffed in front of her two children last
December. She has since moved into tran-
sitional housing and is learning to work
through her addiction and her emotions.
"With my nursing background, I didn't
think I could become addicted because I
knew too much about what I was doing,"
Jack said.
The 18 years spent as a critical care
nurse now allow her to be a resource
person for others at the house, and she's
also become a volunteer driver for the
Hope House van.
"It's really really nice for me to give
back some of whatI've gotten," Jack
said.
Chris Olsen, Resource Developer at the Hope House in Bangor. (Nate Geyer-
hahn Photo.)
0 A S
THE DAY
Ben Meiklejohn,
President of the
Undergraduate Student Body,
is seeking volunteers to
compile the data collected
in last year's student-run
evaluation of faculty and
courses.
It is his hope to make the
results of these evaluations
public to the students very
soon.
are interested in
please contact Ben
If you
qelping,
IvIeilejohn as soon as
possible:
3rd Floor Memorial Union,
Monday-Wednesday, 9am-5pm
5814114
ben_meiklejohn@voyager.umeres.maine.edu
Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association
Olsen came to the Hope House to help
with fundraising projects to help imple-
ment its dwindling state and federal sup-
port. But he stresses that while raising
money is an important drive for benefits,
such as the upcoming Food & Fun Auc-
tion sponsored by the house, raising
awareness is just as important.
The Hope House is currently half re-
hab center and half homeless shelter.
This week the house received a $395,000
grant from the U.S. Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development for an addi-
See HOPE on page 4
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179
FARES ARE EACH WAY FROM BOSTON BASED ON A ROUNDTRIP PURCHASE.
FAMES DO NOT INCLUDE FEDERAL TAXES OR PFCs TOTALING BETWEEN $3-
$45, DEPENDING ON DESTINATION OR DEPARTURE CHARGES PAID DIREC1LY
TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.
Council Travel
National Reservation Center
1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)
htipd1www.ciee.orgitraveLhtm
EUROPASS FROM $210
EURAILPASSESI
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!l
CAR TROUBLE?
TAKE IT TO VIP DISCOUNT AUTO CENTER AND......
SAVE 10%
WO YOUR UMO STUDENT 1.11. CARD
*ALIGNMENTS
'BRAKES
*SHOCKS AND STRUTS
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IN MAINE!
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ROTC from page 1
According to Capt. Jay Morsching, the
students are constantly being evaluated in
leadership positions at camp. Senior Stephen
Sumner said it was often challenging to lead
a platoon.
"Keeping people motivated when they're
tired, miserable and hungry was challeng-
ing," he said.
There were approximately 2,500 stu-
dents hailing from Maine to Hawaii at Fort
Bragg. All had to deal with the oppressive
heat and humidity.
"It took about seven days to get used to
the 90-degree days with 90 percent humid-
ity," Sumner said.
In addition to the students at Fort Bragg,
three ROTC nursing students trained at
advance camp. According to Morsching,
they trained for three weeks at Fort Lewis
in Fort Lewis, Wash. They were then sent
to various Army hospitals. One nurse was
sent to Hawaii, one was sent to the burn unit
of a Texas hospital and one was sent to
Georgia.
According to senior Stacey Hurlock, her
training was similar to Fort Bragg, only it
was condensed into three weeks.
"You grit your teeth and bear it because
you know your going to the hospital," she
said.
Wright said the nursing students were
put in some of the most sought-after training
hospitals.
"Students all over the United States com-
pete for spots in Hawaii and at the burn
center," he said.
Hurlock was sent to the burn unit in
Texas. While she was there she dealt hands-
on with severe burn victims.
"Everyone in the hospital had burns coy-
ering at least 50 percent of their bodies," she
said.
She said she received valuable nursing
experience at the hospital.
"It was a great experience being exposed
to other people and getting to use your
skills," she said.
Senior Melissa Boucher spent five weeks
in the cardiothoracic wing of Tripler Army
Hospital in Hawaii.
"By the end of my 10th day I took my
own patients and was in charge of the floor,"
she said.
Roger Bailey was sent to Fort Stewart,
Ga., for his training. He was there for four
weeks and received hands-on experience in
wound care, IV insertion and admission
assessing.
"I thought the whole thing was a really
positive experience, " he said. "You can't
get any better training."
In addition to the students who went to
advance camp and the hospitals, senior Tony
lanozi was sent as a volunteer to the North-
ern Warfare Training Center in Fort Greely,
Alaska, Wright said.
According to Ianozi, the students were
trained in mountaineering and ice climbing.
During the last week of training they camped
on a glacier.
"We set up tents on the glacier and
climbed it," he said. "It was incredible."
Six ROTC students were also sent to
Airborne School in Fort Benning, Ga., for
three weeks, Morsching said. The students
volunteered and it was not for juniors only,
he said.
"This is the premier parachute school in
the world," Morsching said. "The students
get to make five jumps and learn the proper
* SOPHOMORES * JUNIORS
* SENIORS
EARN UP TO $800.00
and
GAIN VALUABLE
WORK EXPERIENCE
If you have a University of Maine GPA of 3.2 or higher
and do not have Work-Study you may be eligible for
WORK MERIT
FOR MORE DETAILS
Stop by
Office of Student Employment
229 Alumni Hall
Deadline to apply is
Friday, September 20, 1996.
The Division of Student Affairs
way to tuck and roll when landing."
Although the ROTC endured rigorous
summers, they were well prepared, Sumner
said.
"The preparation we did at the university
was very through," he said. "Here we are
forced to do it right the first time."
The students spend three years training
for advance camp, Wright said.
"My students train all year," he said.
"We are the most disciplined group of stu-
dent athletes."
According to Sumner, advance camp is
the Super Bowl of ROTC.
"I had a real feeling of accomplishment
when I finished camp," he said.
Otenti remarked on the sense of accom-
plishment he felt.
"The best part of camp was knowing I
did the best I could," he said.
Army ROTC group that attended camp. (Joe Lachowski Photo.)
Hope from page 3
tion that will deal with chronic homeless-
ness. Executive Director Stephen James
said the addition will be a "damp shel-
ter," meaning they won't turn away in-
toxicated people.
"I strongly believe that (addiction) is
prone to relapse," James said. He added
it'll "free-up beds all over the city" be-
cause the homeless tend to access a lot of
area services.
James said he wanted to stress that
"this grant money in no way reduces our
need for community support," because
doesn't help at all with the facility's op-
erating costs.
Anyone who wants more information
about the benefits or would like to volun-
teer can contact Olsen at 941-2806.
Peer
Tutors
Needed
The Onward Tutor Program is looking for
peer tutors in the 100 & 200 levels of
Biology, Math, Physics,
Biochemistry, Engineering,
Modern Languages &
Philosophy
Students must be currently enrolled at UM,
have received an ,A or B in the course(s)
they wish to tutor, have a minimum of
2.5 CPA (3.0 preferred), excellent
communication skills, and a high level of
patience. Further information is available
with the job application materials.
If interested, contact:
The Onward Tutor Program, Flagstaff Road,
Orono Campus. 581-2319
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Sex Matters by Dr. Sandra L. Caron
Q: Is it moral-
ly wrong to sleep
with someone just
for sex if you
don't love them or
have a commit-
ment with them,
you know, to have
a one-night stand? Female, Junior
A: A lot depends on your value system.
I can't answer this for you. However, many
people would probably say this is not a
good idea. Some things you might want to
consider are: What about sexually trans-
mitted diseases? Do you always use con-
doms? What is the other person feeling?
What are the reasons that the other person
is having sex with you? What do you want
in terms of a relationship with this person
the next morning? Do you want to be
friends? Strangers? How do you feel about
sharing this intimate part of yourself with
so many others? What are you getting out
of one-night stands? Relief? Joy? Confu-
sion? In the long run, think about what kind
of relationship you want with the other
person. Recognize that while sex can be
enjoyable in a single encounter, it is gener-
ally more satisfying in the context of a
meaningful relationship.
Q: How many one-night stands actu-
ally lead to a relationship?
Female, Senior
A: Very few. That's why they're called
one-night stands!
Q: What's wrong with just enjoying
each other's bodies-having sex for its
own sake? Do people have to be in love
to do that?
Male, Junior
A: Obviously, many do not, as evidenced
by the fact that sex is a popular form of
interaction among college students. Many
couples have sex for fun, as a way to forget
troubles and relieve tension. A few couples
have been known to have terrible relation-
ships in almost every way, but then put their
problems aside and have fantastic sex. Many
couples cannot separate sex from all other
aspects of their relationship, however, at
least in the long term. Each begins to affect
the other. Resentments, tensions, feelings of
being used by the other and fears in the
relationship affect their sexual life. Some
people who start out wanting just a fun
sexual relationship often become emotion-
ally involved without intending to do so.
Emotional involvement leads to anxiety
about what a relationship means, where each
stands in the other's eyes, and what plans are
in the future. It is hard, and unacceptable for
most, to carry on a long-term relationship
without emotional involvement. Recreation-
al sex as such may not be a problem for some
unattached, consenting adults on a short-
term basis. However, when all sexual en-
counters are treated as recreational, sex be-
comes trivial and superficial. Many people
can and do have sex without love, but many
also prefer sex with love.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate profes-
sor in the Department of Human Develop-
ment and Family Studies. Questions can be
sent directly to Caron at The Maine Cam-
pus, Chadbourne Hall.
• Education
UMaine educator to write national column
By Kristen Dobler
Special to the Campus
Brenda Power, associate professor of
language and literacy education at the
University of Maine, has been chosen to
write a column that, according to her,
provides practical advice on teaching stu-
dents how to write.
The monthly column is featured in
Instructor, a magazine that deals with the
education of K-8 students and is pub-
lished by Scholastic Inc., a leading pub-
lisher and distributor of children's edu-
cational materials and products, teaching
manuals and other educational guides.
The magazine is distributed to more than
one million teachers throughout the Unit-
ed States and Canada.
Instructor magazine chose Power out
of a solicited group of a half dozen
people, she said. Each person was asked
Brenda Power. (Courtesy Photo.)
 to submit three sample column articles.
-LietelltriAlAg41 
The _finest ALITTIETTTIC Chinese
fboot loaded with taste not fat
Super Saturday Lunch Special
.,0-4e.Auf-_rtiaititzs CM* KI.Liirilalan
4ti)mr. 
_E,cosof 11?witre.
All ILarich Special serv with Rice 8z Appetizer
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
OLD TOVN CLASSIC CUTS 8L TANNING
38 WATER STREET
OLD TOVN • 82,7-42,46
FULL SERVICE SALON
HAIR, NAILS, MAKEUP, WAXING, TANNING
$2, OFF ANY SERVICE WITH COUPON
Houtts: MoN-Flu 9-5, EVENINGS BY
APPOINTMENT, SAT 9-2., SUN CLOSED
1.
Expires Oct. 5, 1996 a
The magazine chose the winner by se-
lecting who it felt had the best sample
columns.
Power has been with the College of
Education at the university for six years.
She specializes in training students in
literacy and writing education.
"Anyone who teaches writing should
write themselves,"she said.
Power is the author, editor, or both, of
five books dealing with various topics in
the field of education. Her latest book,
Taking Notes, will be published next
week. She is also the editor of Teacher
Reasearch: The Journal of Classroom
Inquiry, which is published at the Col-
lege of Education at the university.
Power is also currently working on a
CD-ROM project with ASAP that deals
with multi-age teaching. Multi-age
See POWER on page 6
Do you have a
Speech, Language, or Hearing problem?
There are Speech, Language, and Hearing services
available for UM students and their families, here on campus, at:
The Conley Speech and Hearing Center, North Stevens Hall
Diagnostic and Therapy Services are provided at no cost to students.
If you want more information contact us at: 581-2006
WE WANT TO HELP!
Attention:
Christian Students
5 ways for your faith to die!
1. Don't get involved
2. Don't get involved
3.  Don't get involved
4. Don't get involved
5. Don't get involved
This Ad is sponsored by:
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
and
Campus Crusade for Christ
We invite you to GET INVOLVED:
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship 
7:00 Tuesday Nights
Bangor Lounge, Memorial union
More info.:Scott Brill 827-5742
Campus Crusade for Christ
7:30 Thursday Nights
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
More info.: Dan Litchfield 1-6803
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• Legislature
• . .Term limits deemed raw by Maine supreme court
AUGUSTA (AP) — The state law en-
acted at referendum three years ago im-
posing term limits on members of the
Legislature is constitutional, the Maine
supreme court said Thursday in a unani-
mous ruling.
The court said setting limits in law
outside the Constitution was permissible
and that such limits need not be added to
the Constitution itself.
The ruling was the latest in a series of
setbacks for term limit opponents, who
include a number of sitting legislators, the
League of Women Voters and the Maine
Council of Senior Citizens.
It also matched a pre-referendum advi-
sory issued three years ago by five justices.
Secretary of State Bill Diamond, who
is subject to the new term limits himself,
said Thursday officials had already been
preparing ballots listing June primary win-
ners as the general election candidates for
November voting so the ruling had no
impact on that process.
Diamond noted that he had expressed
reservations about term limits prior to the
statewide vote approving them, "but that
issue was settled long ago. Now it's up to
us to defend it."
In Thursday's ruling, the law court
noted that laws were passed during Maine's
earliest days as a state that effectively
barred certain people, including duelists,
from taking state office.
The justices also said they found no
real parallel between the U.S. Supreme
Court's holding that congressional term
limits could not be imposed by statute and
the case in Maine.
The high court decision "concerned
the particular history of the federal Con-
stitution, not that of our state, and we find
no evidence compelling an application of
the same analysis to both documents," the
Maine court asserted.
"The Supreme Court of the United
States concluded that the framers wanted
to ensure that elections for federal office
would not take disparate forms within the
several states," the Maine court declared,
adding: "No such need for uniformity is
present in our elections."
The law court acknowledged that the
route of amending the state Constitution
had been used to limit the term of the
governor and state treasurer, the latter
being subsequently repealed.
But the justices said that history "does
not provide compelling evidence that the
framers of our Constitution intended
amendment of that document to be the only
means of imposing qualifications on those
who would serve in the Legislature."
The law court decision was authored
by Justice Paul Rudman.
"We were not litigating here the issue
of whether term limits are wise," said could be enacted without amending
State Solicitor Tom Warren. "We were Maine Constitution. And we
litigating the question of whether they swer to that question."
the
have an an-
Reed from page 1
"I'll do anything short of going to their
SATs with them," he joked.
Reed is a Mount Desert Island native
who taught music up until 10 years ago
when he decided to become a minister.
He received his Masters of Divinity de-
gree from the Bangor Theological Semi-
nary in 1986. He said he had been look-
ing into college chapplancy, but posi-
tions are rare.
"When this one opened up, it was a
natural choice," Reed said.
The Wilson Center was started in 1963
by Dorothy Clarke Wilson and her husband
Elwin, a methodist minister. At age 94, Mrs.
Wilson continues to give handsome gifts to
the church.
"If it wasn't for the Wilsons, this wouldn't
be here," Reed said.
The center also receives donations from
the United Church of Christ, Methodist,
Presbyterian and Lutheran churches. Be-
cause of the separation of church and state,
they don't recieve any money from the uni-
versity.
Mrs. Wilson is also sponsoring an essay
contest this year with the theme being "Taking
Responsibility For Peace." For more informa-
tion, contact the center at 866-4227.
The Wilson Center is open daily from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Reed is available Wednes-
day through Sunday.
Power from page 5
teaching invloves educating students who
are different age, but are nevertheless on
the same level of learning.
In her column, Power stresses the need
for teachers to not just teach their stu-
dents how to write, but to partake in the
instruction themselves. If teachers do
not interact in the writing proccess, she
said, the ability of the teachers to get
through to students will be much more
difficult.
The column offers teachers concepts
and strategies that will help them im-
prove students' writing skills. It will
also explain techniques teachers can use
to encourage their students to write.
University of Maine
* Attention ALL Students *
Domestic Students:
1996-97
University of Maine
Orono, Maine
STUDENT HEALTH
INSURANCE PLAN
Student Health Insurance Plan (Acadia)
The cost of the plan is $492.00 per year and is included on
your tuition bill. To reject this plan you must return a
cancellation card to the UMaine Business Office by October 4,
1996.
International Students:
International Student/Scholar Medical
Insurance Program (John Hancock)
The cost of the plan is $592.00 per year and is included on
your tuition bill. To reject this plan, students must meet UMaine
International Program requirements and apply for a waiver.
Waiver application and verification of medical insurance form
signed by insurer must be returned to the International Programs
Office by October 4, 1996.
* Deadline: October 4, 199G *
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Labor
King reaches contract agreement with Maine's health workers
AUGUSTA (AP) — After a year and
a half of negotiations, the King adminis-
tration Thursday reached a new contract
agreement with the union representing
1,200 corrections and mental health
workers.
"This has been a tough negotiation,"
Charles Hewett, King's top aide, said at
a news conference hours after the settle-
ment with Council 93 of the American
Federation of State, County and Munic-
ipal Employees.
"There were times when neither of
us thought this day would pass," said
Hewett.
But much hard negotiating remains.
Maine's largest state workers' union,
the Maine State Employees Association,
is in mediation with the state, and the
union representing state police remains
without a contract.
Contracts with the MSEA, which rep-
resents 10,500 workers, and the state
police union, which represents about 250
troopers, sergeants and detectives, ex-
pired on June 30, 1995, the same day
AFSCME' s pact ended.
AFSCME State Coordinator John C.
Basso said the increases for his union
members are long overdue and that he
hopes they put to rest bitterness and frus-
tration workers have felt over not having
a general pay increase since July 1991.
"We didn't get everything we want-
ed, but you never do," said Basso.
Union negotiators are urging mem-
bers to ratify the two-part agreement,
which has a price tag of about $2.8 mil-
lion from state funds and also must be
funded by the next Legislature.
An agreement covering July 1995 to
December 1996 continues the former con-
tract with no pay increase. The other pact
covers the 30 months starting in January
1997. It calls for a one-time lump-sum
payment of 2.25 percent of annual pay,
and base salary increases of 2 percent
each starting in July 1997 and July 1998.
Corrections officers will also get back
the hour and a half of their weekly work
hours that were taken away by the state as
part of an effort to save money.
Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor. 
The 
Malo
ne Campus
Welcome back to
El Cheapos
September Drink
Specials
Wednesday-Saturday
$2 Long Island Iced Teas
$1 Domestic Drafts
Located Downstairs at Margaritas
15 Mill St. • Orono • (207)866-4863
The added time, which will be re-
stored in three annual half-hour incre-
ments starting in January 1997, will re-
store the full work week to 42 hours.
"Our position from day one was that
there would be no contract until our cor-
rections officers were made whole," said
Basso.
The union official and Hewett both
said they do not think the AFSCME set-
tlement will be used by the state to pres-
sure the other unions into settling for
similar terms.
"I don't believe the state would use
what we've done as leverage," said Bas-
so.
"No. It will not be used as leverage,"
said Hewett.
gortress of Tun
Like to plag games ? Come check us
out during our GRAND OPENING
Friday to to 5 and
Saturdag 10 to 3.
SR, White Wolf, Wizards of the Coast,
Games Workshop, & more.
• Free delivery to the
Universitg within 24 hours. •
22 North Main Street • Old Town
(accross from Keg Bank) • 827-8411
This Friday
Comedy Cafe
Steve Hurley Rich Gustus
9pm The Damn Yankee
Si w/UMaine Student ID
S3 All Others
cash bar with ID
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
The Center for Students and Community Life
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• New release
Linda Perry has taken flu
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Former 4 Non Blondes singer Linda
Perry proves she's a versatile singer,
keeping the rough edge in her voice, yet
she's proven her husky pipes are full of
passion on her solo debut, In Flight.
In Flight was produced by Bill Bot-
trell, who also produced Rusted Root and
Sheryl Crow.
"We hired Dan Schwartz (the sensi-
tive bass player), Brian MacLeod (the
most amazing drummer), Lisa Germano
(a very twisted violin player) and the late
Kevin Gilbert, a guy who, if you put him
in a room with a hundred crickets, within
one hour he would've orchestrated The
White Album," Perry said.
Perry's title track, "Knock Me Out"
(with the legendary Grace Slick), "Tak-
en" and "Success" are influenced by Pink
Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon. Perry
offers the following directions for listen-
ing: I ) Turn the lights down low (candles
optional), 2) Smoke something funny or,
if you're naturally intoxicated, that works
too, 3) Headphones add to the mood.
Without the headphones, or the can-
dles, and unintoxicated, I found "Knock
Me Out" to be intense. Perry's voice is
well complemented by Slick's and the
combination adds a powerful edge to the
track.
Perry said "Knock Me Out" is where
some demons can't be escaped, strug-
• More Tupac
Music video
foreshadows
rapper's death
NEW YORK (AP) — A music video
of Tupac Shakur made about a month
before he was gunned down in Las Vegas
foreshadowed his violent death and shows
the gangsta rapper being ushered into
heaven.
The video for "I Ain't Mad," which
aired on MTV on Wednesday night, also
shows Shakur being riddled with bullets
and dying in an ambulance.
He is met in heaven by comedian Redd
Foxx, who is playing host to a jam ses-
sion with Miles Davis, Jimi Hendrix,
Billie Holiday, Louis Armstrong and
Robert Johnson, among other perform-
ers.
Shakur's label Death Row Records
delivered the video to MTV on Monday
— three days after the 25-year-old rapper
died of gunshot wounds suffered in a
Sept. 7 drive-by shooting, the New York
Post reported today.
In another eerie similarity to real life,
the video shows Shakur — who was in a
car with Death Row President Marion
"Suge" Knight at the time of the shoot-
ing — riding with a friend in a limousine.
"It is ironic — definitely a case of life
imitating art," Death Row's George
Pryce told the Post. "It's almost as if
Tupac had a sense of foreboding."
gling with erotic violence.
"What's great about this is it's a love
song based on a relationship that I went
through," Perry said. "I sang my side of
the story, Grace came in and took the
other girl's side of the story. So it's just
me and Grace doing a love duet. I didn't
give her any direction, I just told her to
sing it anyway she wanted to and she
sang the shit out of the song. Every time
I hear her vocals I get goose bumps."
"Little memos to myself, a little dia-
ry," is how Perry described the album. "I
felt really empowered. But I look around
and see there's so much that I'm doing
and there's still so much that I want to do,
I feel out of control."
Perry's album displays a wonderful
mix of songs with an edge, and a temper-
ate mood with songs like "Taken" and
"Machine Man."
The third time's a charm, as 4 Non
Blondes was Perry's third band showing
her what a studio looked like and helping
her find her voice. A former drug user.
Perry began writing songs and playing
the guitar again at open mike nights in
San Francisco, when she was asked to
join 4 Non Blondes.
Perry's sudden departure from the
group had nothing to do with them, she
said, priding herself in taking risks.
"When it came down to make the
second 4 Non Blondes record, I was in a
See PERRY on page 9
t into solo career
Linda Perry, former lead singer for 4 Non Blondes, released her debut solo
album, In Flight. (Courtesy Photo.)
• Legends
Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame announces inductions
CLEVELAND (AP) — The Bee Gees,
the kings of disco, are headed to the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame along with another
successful brother group from the 1970s,
the Jackson 5.
The other 1997 inductees, announced
Wednesday, are folk singer Joni Mitchell,
George Clinton's Parliament-Funkadelic,
'60s pop band The Young Rascals and
folk-rock groups Buffalo Springfield and
Crosby, Stills & Nash, both of which in-
cluded Stephen Stills.
The May 15 induction ceremony will
take place at the Rock and Roll Hall and
Museum, a first for the year-old Cleve-
land facility. In past years, the ceremony
has been held in New York or Los Ange-
les.
Bluegrass pioneer Bill Monroe, who
died just last week, and gospel singer
Mahal ia Jackson will be honored for their
early influences on rock 'n' roll.
Syd Nathan, who started the influen-
tial King Records label in Cincinnati in
1945, will be inducted in the non-per-
former category.
The hall of fame foundation has been
organizing the induction ceremony since
1986. Usually about 1,500 people, includ-
ing rock stars and industry insiders, pay
up to $1,500 for dinner and the ceremony.
"We have a real strong inductee group,
and I think we're going to have some great
presenters on hand to induct the artists,"
said William Hulett, the hall's chief exec-
utive officer.
The rock hall has averaged 72,000 vis-
itors a month since it opened alongside
Lake Erie last year.
To be eligible for induction, a rocker
must have recorded at least 25 years ago.
Inductees are chosen through a vote of
about 1,000 performers, producers, critics
and others in the rock music industry.
They choose from a slate of nominees
prepared by a committee.
• Prime time
Michael J. Fox returns
NEW YORK (AP) — Michael J. Fox
got a warm welcome back to series TV
Tuesday night.
His new ABC sitcom, "Spin City,"
premiered with a household rating of 17.0
(or about 16.5 million TV homes) and a
hefty 25 percent share of homes watching
TV, according to Nielsen Media Research
figures.
This was good news for ABC, which
counts "Spin" as one of its key ingredi-
ents for improving on its second
-place
finish for the 1995-96 season.
"Spin" beat the season premiere of
NBC's "Caroline in the City," the run-
ner-up in that 9:30 p.m. EDT time slot.
NBC won the overall ratings race for the
night.
"Spin City" drew 25.9 million view-
ers, said ABC spinnneisters, making it the
most-watched new series of the 1996-97
season (all of two days old).
Not so fast, CBS spun back, boasting
that its new Monday night entry, "Cos-
by," scored a 17.3 rating (about 16.8 mil-
lion TV households). Despite attracting
1.2 million fewer viewers, that made
"Cosby" the highest-rated new series to
premiere thus far in the fall season.
How can that be? A TV tuned to an
ABC show is likely to have more viewers
watching than one tuned to CBS, accord-
ing to Nielsen figures.
In any case, viewers seem glad to have
old friends like Fox, Bill Cosby, and
Rhea Perlman (formerly of "Cheers")
back on weekly sitcoms.
Following "Cosby" Monday night,
the Perlman-starring "Pearl" had a strong
premiere, with a 16.7 rating (about 16.2
million TV households) and a 25 share of
audience.
Destined for Wednesday nights,
"Pearl" for the next few weeks is sub-
bing for Perlman's ex-"Cheers" crony
Ted Danson. He will team up with his
wife Mary Steenburgen in another much-
awaited "comeback" sitcom on CBS,
"Ink," but its premiere has been delayed
as it undergoes a creative overhaul.
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• Busted
Notorious B.I.G. arrested by NYPD
NEW YORK (AP) — Rapper Notori-
ous B.I.G. was caught smoking marijua-
na in his luxury car and was charged with
drug possession, police said.
An anonymous tip led police to BIG.,
also known as Biggie Smalls, who was
apprehended Sunday while sitting in his
car parked on a Brooklyn street.
The 24-year-old rapper, whose real
name is Christopher Wallace, fellow rap-
per James Lloyd, 19, and Lamont Mose-
ly, 25, were issued summonses and re-
leased, police said.
The arrests came two days after the
Make a
contribution to
life after death.
AMERICAN HEART
ASSCIE; Li( )N
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Heart
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death of Tupac Shakur, a rapper who died
of gunshot wounds after a Sept. 7 drive-
by shooting in Las Vegas.
Shakur and Wallace were considered
rivals, and Shakur blamed Wallace for a
1994 shooting in which Shakur was hit
four times and robbed of $40,000 in jew-
elry. Wallace denied involvement and
the case has not been solved.
Wallace built his gangsta rap persona
around authenticity, making much of his
past as an ex-crack dealer from one of
Brooklyn's toughest neighborhoods, Bed-
ford-Stuyvesant.
Perry from page 8
different place musically than the rest of
the band, so I packed my guitar and my
vocal cords and began my solo journey.
In Flight is the result of my journey,"
Perry added.
Perry replaced the sound of 4 Non
Blondes with what she calls psychedelic-
tinged arrangements and mellow acous-
tic guitar sweetened occasionally with
strings.
"I love my record and hope others will
enjoy it as well," Perry said.
Leaving a band known for it's won-
derful harsh sound, Perry proves on In
Flight that she has not lost the sound, but
she has grown in different dimensions.
Liftoff
There will be one sore cowboy in
this 1954 pencil and watercolor
sketch by Waldo Peirce on display
now in the Memorial Union. (Joel
Page Photo.)
GROOVE (groT)v):
To cut a groove or grooves
situation or activity to which one is especially well suited :
4Y:e.1 found their v'oc,yr, creating insane music.
A pleasurable experience: I cannot wait to groove to
The Prism Concert Series SEA/OCB/ASAP
Medeski Martin & Wood
thursday october 3 8:00pm
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
$10 UM students - $15 public
581-1755
tdd/tty 581-1888
800-MCA-tixx
MMW is the ultimate
groove music/acid jazz
band. The sounds of
MMW inflate your mind
and body, causing an
insatiable desire to
groove, dance, and just
relax... -Joe Simkins
MMW has played with
PHISH. They have also
played on the Horde Tour,
and the New Orleans Jazz
Festival...
visit our web site: http://www.asap.um.maine.edu/mmw
Tickets available @: 
t MCA box Office
t Bull Moose Records
t Bad Habits
Rupununi's
S Colby Student Activities Office
t Bates Student Activity Office
(in person)
support from the comprehensive fee program & funding committee
before MMW
during MMW
after MMW
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• Commentaries
Environmental preserve
Environmentalists cheered Wednes-
day's announcement by President Clinton
that 1.7 million acres of Utah's most beau-
tiful terrain would be protected by the fed-
eral government. This bold move helped
define Clinton as a protector of our natural
treasures.
Just as Theodore Roosevelt protected
the Grand Canyon, Clinton used his exec-
utive powers to turn the Utah land into the
Grand Staircase-Escalante National Mon-
ument. Rich in coal, the land had been a
potential target of Utah public officials and
industries, which were dreaming of exca-
vation.
Conservatives will call Clinton an arro-
gant socialist and cite this gesture as just
another example of Clinton's passion for
big government. First it was Hillary and
her hapless health care scheme. Now, Bill
is claiming the West as the federal govern-
ment's playground.
Clinton will be accused of engaging in
election-year politics. The environmental vote
is a sizable one in the West and cynics will
say his actions are solely designed to win
over an environmental movement that had
become disenchanted with Clinton for his
inattention to the issues that affect our planet.
Despite the libertarian ravings of these
conservative elements, the president did
the right thing by saving this land from
those who would develop or destroy it.
Not only has he spared this isolated territo-
ry from industrial rape, he has allowed the
land to survive as nature intended.
Local farmers can allow their cattle and
sheep to graze on its pastures. The land
will change, but not because of bulldozers
designed to lay the land to waste.
The president's motivation may be
questionable. Some may take issue with
his devotion to the environment. The
fact remains, he created a sanctuary for
citizens to enjoy. He has ensured the
land's survival. (J. Tuttle.)
Obsessed with death
Kurt Cobain's and Tupac Shakur's
music will never be mistaken for the oth-
er's, but they had more in common than
most would think. Both were famous mu-
sicians, both sold millions of albums, both
had legions of followers who would imi-
tate them in attitude and in style, and both
died as victims of the lives they so glori-
ously depicted in their music.
The news of their deaths, however, has
not been treated quite the same. Cobain is
regarded as a victim of the drugs he took
and a helpless pawn in the game of popular
culture. Many saw him as a voice of a
generation and empathized with him be-
cause he was not equipped to handle such
a role.
But, as many would gel- it, Tupac is the
perpetrator of his own death. He was des-
tined to end his life the way it did; on the
receiving end of a drive-by shooting that
was no doubt a scene in one of his music
videos.
Cobain got a televised vigil and
the evening news, a story in itself.
Tupac's death is just another tie-in
to gang violence.
Cobain took publicity shots with a
shotgun stuffed into his mouth, he dan-
gled pistols from ceilings in his music
videos and he sang songs like "I Hate
Myself and Want To Die." Then after he
blew his head off, everybody was
shocked, surprised and sad. I could see
that one coming from miles away.
Shakur sported "Thug Life" tattooed
across his midsection and sang about gang
crimes, killing police and countless other
illegal activities. But when he took five
bullets in the chest it was almost like the
end of the song that everyone has already
heard. A gangster going out the way he
swore he never would is more shocking
than a junkie with suicidal tendencies fi-
nally pulling the trigger, even though nei-
ther is truly a surprise.
Both sang about death and teetered on
its edge until the final moments actually
arrived. One's a hero and the other is a
stigma. Their music may have been as
different as night and day, but their lives
were deathly alike. (J. Wright.)
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• Editorials
Corporate censorship
Once again, Wal-Mart has proven its priorities are in the wrong place by keeping Sheryl
Crow's latest release, "Sheryl Crow," from its shelves. Instead of doing something that
could really help the welfare of children, Wal-Mart is engaging in censorship.
In the midst of Kathie Lee Gifford's sweatshop controversy, Wal-Mart felt it was more
important to protect its image than it was to protect the welfare of children. Crow's album
is being kept from Wal-Mart's shelves because of one song's reference to the discount
giant selling guns to minors. Wal-Mart took offense to this, saying it took great pride in
caring about today's youth, and will do what it can to protect them.
Well, if the people at Wal-Mart are so concerned with the welfare of young people, why
didn't it pull Kathie Lee's line of clothing off its shelves. Gifford has made an effort to
have the sweatshop problem solved, but that's not the point. Keeping this line of clothing
on the shelf says it's all right to exploit kids who spend their days in sweatshops instead of
in schools.
It is hypocritcal for Wal-Mart to pull Crow's album because she questions Wal-Mart's
selling guns to minors, while it continued to sell Gifford's line of clothing that was
manufactured in sweatshops. Wal-Mart should let its actions speak louder than its words
and not vice versa. If it wanted to make a stand and prove it really cared about the welfare
of children, managment should have pulled Gifford's clothing and proved its opposition to
sweatshops and exploitation of children.
Pulling Crow's album is nothing more than cenorship. Wal-Mart is flexing its all too
powerful retail muscles for the wrong cause. Wal-Mart would be much better served if it
challenged something other than the First Amendment.
Open the door
The recent Debate Commission's decision to bar Reform Party presidential candidate
Ross Perot and his running mate Patrick Choate from participating in a national debate
amounts to nothing more than a foregone conclusion that Ross Perot will NOT be the
president of the United States in 1997.
The two entrenched political parties need to open the door. In the pursuit of fairness, the
decision became exclusionary. There is a basic hypocrisy in the structure of the "non-
partisan" Committee on Presidential Debates. The former chairs of the Republican and
Democratic parties now head a commission that makes decisions on whether to allow
candidates to debate. Sure, they have no love for each other's positions, but what does it
help them to start up a game of 1-on-2, when 1-on-1 is a lot easier to win?
How is it that Dole campaign sources knew of the decision not to invite Perot well before
the Reform Party received word? Why is the verdict regarded as a done deal if it's
supposed to be "non-binding?" These unanswered questions are only indicators of how
difficult it is to break the current power base in Washington, despite claims to the contrary.
To not have the third party in the debate is to condemn its platform to anonymity. What
other media event attracts more of the country's attention to the candidates and the issues?
The debates unplug the candidates, freeing them from the baggage and glitter, leaving
them with a only a podium and their wit.s on which to hold.
As is typical of his easygoing manner (and his double-digit poll lead), President Clinton
is disappointed that Perot will be excluded. Bob Dole, however, approves of the decision.
His motivation is clear; he'll require every last advantage to oust the Clinton administration.
This is the attitude that will haunt Dole in the future, if, indeed, he has a political future.
At the very least, the debate committee has to compromise and, if it's within the
generosity of the Republican party, allow Perot one debate session with Dole and Clinton
out the four that are proposed.
The Reform Party is an established presence, not just in Washington, but in the country.
Ross Perot is not a one-hit wonder, and even if he has passed his prime, more than one
thinking, breathing politician is eager to pick up the Reform platform and run with it.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Marriage and the church
To the Editor:
In your recent column titled "Holy Matri-
mony," you state that "marriage is a state
institution that has been absorbed by the
church." I think marriage has been around just
a bit longer than any formalized government.
The Book of Genesis gives a beautiful
account of the first marriage. Genesis 2:24
states: "Therefore shall a man leave his father
and mother and shall cleave unto his wife and
they shall be one flesh." There is no mention
of state involvement here.
Also, I don't see any mention of a man
cleaving with another man or a woman cleav-
ing with another woman. I do believe same-
sex marriages will help shred "the American
fabric." In Romans 1:26-32, God puts homo-
sexuals in the same category as people who are
"unrighteous, wicked, covetous, malicious,
envious, murderers, deceitful, haters of God..."
I'm sorry, but the American fabric as we know
it cannot remain together using people with
these characteristics.
You also mention the word "fear" several
times in your column. You say fear is a "weap-
on" or a "tool...that threatens." This use of the
word "fear" is all in the negative context. I
prefer the positive use of the word fear, as in:
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom" (Psalms 3:10). In this context, it
means reverence and respect.
You also state that divorce has become
"an accepted means of dissolution." Accord-
ing to whom? As stated in Genesis, God says
that man and wife are to cleave to one anoth-
er. According to Webster, the word "cleave"
means "to adhere firmly and closely or loyal-
ly and unwavering." Nowhere in this defini-
tion does it indicate that you can bail out
when the going gets rough.
I have been happily married to my wonder-
ful wife since January 1988. I assume you are
also married, since you speak with such au-
thority on this subject.
Todd C. Hallee
Class of '86
Cumberland, MD
• Less for more
To the Editor:
As a student returning to this campus
after a seven-year absence, I must say I am
appalled by certain conditions!
First of all, tuition has more than dou-
bled since I attended, but we aren't receiv-
ing more for our money. Instead, we have
less programs and classes to choose from.
And I visited the library today and was
horified to find the same chairs and carpet
that were here seven-years ago! The chairs
are all rickety and unstable, and from where
I was sitting, I could count at least 18 dark,
ugly stains on the carpet.
Then there is the book situation...I
know that everyone is sick and tired of
hearing about it, but I went to purchase
materials for my English class and discov-
ered, to my dismay, that I am required to
spend $4.50 on approximately 10 photo-
copied pages—and I must say they were
photocopied very poorly; a lot of words
were cut off and some of the pages were
faded! Now, I know that the bookstore
"claims" it has no control over book pric-
es, but these photocopies are a blatant rip-
off! With as much money as I and the
other students of this university are con-
tributing to this institution, I would think
that the bookstore could afford to give us
the sheets, not charge us $4.50!
What is going on here? There are some
costs that I can deal with but, quite honest-
ly, when I pay more than double what I did
in 1989, I expect the conditions to IM-
PROVE, not deteriorate. I must say that I
am very disappointed. I only hope as the
semester goes on that! get the quality edu-
cation that! am paying so dearly for.
Lisa Taylor
Orono
• Wake up, voters
To the Editor:
Did you listen to Ross Perot on Sat-
urday, Sept. 14, 1996? If everyone be-
tween the ages of 18 and 40 were to
vote, we would no longer be subjected
to the Social Security and Medicaid tax
deductions for benefits we will never
receive!
Michael R. Estabrook
Old Town
• The other side
Between the lines
Scott La b by
As we approach the
first round of presidential
debates, here is an intrigu-
ing question: What if the
participants said what
they meant? After all, po-
litical speaking is a world
of TelePrompTers,
canned speeches, and rehearsed answers.
What is really going through the minds of
our honorable candidates? Nursery rhymes?
Masturbation fantasies? Of course, but what
else? A combination of vibrant imagination
(10 percent) and the miracle of fermentation
(90 percent) has enabled me to offer an an-
swer.
Dole: Ladies and gentlemen, I would just
like to say that as your president, I would... .
Clinton: Shit, Bob. What would you do?
Dole: Don't interrupt me, and don't call
me ShitBob, you pissant.
Clinton: I didn't call you ShitBob, and
pissant is a poor comeback, regardless.
Perot: Fuzzwah?
Dole: I always hated you, Bill. Do you
know that? Money, Georgetown, Oxford.
Rich prick.
Clinton: I give a shit.
Perot: Grizzum?
Dole: I fought in a war, you bastard!
Perot: Bang! Pchoo!
Clinton: What did I just say, Bobaroo?
You fought in a war, and now when you go
to Vegas old ladies try to put quarters in you
and pull on your good arm. I studied and
smoked. You might be braver, but you ain't
smarter, paisan.
Dole: And that's what will be revealed
in November!
Clinton: That you aren't very bright?
Perot: Huzzah! Dubba!
Dole: That you have no character, you
philandering little asshole.
Perot: Banga, hubba-hubba.
Clinton: Please, Bob. No one cares about
that. Kennedy makes me look virginal. I've
been discreet, at least.
Dole: You think the public accepts that?
Clinton: They don't accept it or revile it,
they just don't care. Besides, my adultery
has nothing to do with economic policy.
Dole: But it attests to... .
Clinton: It attests to disrespect for my
wife, whose name you and your cronies def-
ecate on at every opportunity, you hypo-
crite. Besides, Bob, who are you to talk
about character? You stood by Nixon until
the heat got too intense. I may have a taste
for secretaries, but he carpetbombed inno-
cents, cornholed the constitution of the na-
tion and laid waste to the nobility of the
office. We gave him a statesman's funeral,
Bob, and you were there with me, testifying
to his greatness.
Perot: Nam bad, sag pakoora.
Dole: Why didn't you say that at his
funeral? As I remember, you had the audi-
ence in tears. Just more of your lies, Bill?
Clinton: Oh, for the love of Christ. Yes, I
lied. Those words were like vomit in my
mouth. But! said what I had to say, as did
you. You knew what he was all about, and
you moaned with the rest of them. That's the
key, Bob.
Perot: Lemmein! Aak!
Dole: The key to what? Your vault of
lies?
Clinton: Doh! Good one! No, moron, pol-
itics. People have given up on honor and
truth, and have finally accepted that we are
all pretty much full of shit. Every new pseu-
do-scandal you people try to bring, the pub-
lic yawns some more. You know why?
Perot: Ahwaa?
Dole: Because you've convinced them
your a victim!
Clinton: Please. Because it doesn't matter.
I'm a known quantity. They know I'm some-
thing of a hustler and randy as a tomcat, but at
least they know. With you, they don't know,
and they don't want to find out. You preach
honesty, then you hook up with Kemp and
tout his policies, which you don't believe in.
Do you think that's honorable?
Dole: It's more complicated than that,
and you know it.
Clinton: No, it's not. I might cheat on my
wife and do some financial hustling, but I
won't fight a woman's right to choose or
give more tax breaks to people like myself.
Do you understand the difference?
Dole: But..But..you're a liar! That mat-
ters, goddam it!
Perot: Liwah, liwah, pansonfiwah!
Clinton: Yes I am, and if it does matter,
you're in as much trouble as I am. You want
to know the truth, Bobaroo?
Dole: Not from you.
Perot: Vindaloo?
Clinton: The truth, Bob, is that there is
none. We're prostitutes on the street of ide-
als. We've sold our beliefs, Bob, and we
don't hide it very well. And for the most
part, we couldn't care less about the public.
You and I, we want to be president, not fret
over the fate of the masses. Even that half-
wit beside you...
Perot: Gak!
Clinton: Like I said, he, and Nader too.
They know they won't win. But it's the
lights, Bob. We act like moths. The atten-
tion, the power...That's what we campaign
for, not the hearts of the American people.
And they don't care. Reagan lied and cheat-
ed and it became headline news. He's more
popular than ever. Because he played the
game well, Bob. And that's what people
bet on every November, and that's what
makes the heroes these days. The way you
play the game. Honor and belief are just
words, and we forgot what they meant
long ago. There's your truth, paisan.
Perot: Oh.
(Scott Lobby is a senior history major.)
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The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among Members of
the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words. Guest
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, September 20
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: There
are so many changes taking place in your life
that not even an incredibly organized Virgoan
will be able to keep track of them all. Don't be
afraid to try something new. If it's meant to
be, you'll feel it in your bones.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): If you're
-convinced you could do an important job better
than those already doing it, prove it. If you're
tired of watching those less competent than
yourself run the show, do something about it.
This is a day for action.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Your
curiosity could get the better of you today and,
if you ask too many questions, you may hear
something you belatedly decide you don't real-
ly want to know. Stick with what you know
rather than venture into areas in which you're
more than a novice.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): It makes no
difference at all whether you're rolling in cash
or desperate to get your hands on some: there
are more important factors at work in your life.
Don't reject a tantalizing proposition simply
because you don't know if you can afford it.
You can and you must.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It may not
be possible to be objective about another per-
son's behavior, but you must be objective about
your own. Whatever your strengths or weak-
nesses, you are no better and no worse than
anyone else.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 2): So many things in
your life are unstable and subject to change,
and you are anything but pleased to think you
have no control over the current situation. But
if you could control it, would you let those
changes happen or would you try to stop them?
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You know
there's no point trying to stand in the way of
changes that are too big for anyone individual
to halt. What you must do now is join those
who feel the same way as you: Together you
can exert an influence you would never man-
age alone.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Don't try to
bluff your way through an unfamiliar situation
because you'll eventually be found out. Even
if you gave others the impression your knowl-
edge is more extensive than it is, be honest
about it now and you won't lose it in the long
run.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): The typi-
cal Scorpio is amazingly self-sufficient, but
even a Scorpio needs a shoulder to cry on.
There is no point keeping a fear, a worry or a
regret to yourself. On the contrary, you need to
get it out of your system.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
will have to re-evaluate your whole way of
thinking, but without making any drastic chang-
es. Subtlety is the key to advancement. Don't
try to take on more than you can handle. Know
your limits and all will be well.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): It may
feel as if fate has forgotten all about you, and it
is certainly true changes in your environment
don't seem to touch you personally. On an
inner level, however, you're undergoing a pro-
cess of transformation, only you don't yet real-
ize how important this is going to be.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Focus on
the big questions today: the meaning of life,
the mysteries of the universe, why the world
keeps spinning. Once you get your personal
philosophy clear in your mind, all the little
things will fall into place. It's just a question
of getting things into perspective.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't be
too lenient with someone who said something
outrageous then tried to get away with it by
covering their tracks. Sometimes it's necessary
to let your anger show, even if you're inclined
to forgive that person for a mistake you, too,
have made in the past.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, September 21
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Keep
your creative commitments to a minimum this
year. The more projects you have on the go at any
one time, the less time you'll be able to devote to
each of them. For best results, select the two or
three that really inspire you and put the rest on hold
for a while.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): The planets
ale active in area of your solar chart associated
with your closest relationships, both romantic and
platonic. You may not see eye to eye with every-
one over the next few days, but you will see ways
your relationships can be improved.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): The planets
are encouraging you to alter your priorities, and it
seems that it's time you turned your attention to
more serious matters. Duty calls and you must
answer, even if it means a certain amount of dis-
ruption in other areas of your life.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You can
already feel a subtle change in the atmosphere
around you. But is it your enforcement that has
changed or is it you? It is true you no longer attach
quite so much importance to family and financial
issues. Now your energies can be turned to more
creative pursuits.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Planetary
activity is taking part in that area of your chart
associated with your home and family, but there's
no reason to believe you'll be buried under an
avalanche of domestic problems. There will be
challenges, but they will be few and far between
and nothing you can't handle.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): There is a sense of
optimism in the air and, although you can't fully
explain it, you know you're about to embark upon
a more lighthearted phase. Communication is the
key that can unlock any door at any time: Tell the
world what you want, and the world will do its best
to give it to you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Because the
Sun leaves your birth sign tomorrow, you may
experience a sense of anticlimax, as if to say:
"Was that it? Is that the best I can expect for
another year?" But if you look back over the past
few weeks, you'll see you have laid a number of
firm foundations. Now you must build on them.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You're in
danger of making a false start. The Sun doesn't
move into your birth sign until tomorrow, so keep
your enthusiasm in check and don't shoot off too
soon. There's a whole month ahead of you in
Which to make your move. This is a marathon, not
a sprint.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): One of the
more difficult phases of the year is about to begin,
but it will be your inner feelings rather than outer
activities that give you cause for concern. Don't
worry too much if your self-confidence seems to
drain away — it will be back again soon, bigger
and better than before.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): This is
the moment to ask yourself if all the plans and
decisions you've made in recent weeks are in
keeping with your philosophy of life. Those that
aren't must be abandoned immediately. Alterna-
tively, your philosophy of life will have to change.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): The Sun
reaches the highest point in your chart this week-
end. And you, in turn, must reach as high as you
Possibly can in every area of your life. You can
achieve great things over the next few weeks, but
YOU must keep an eye on the clock.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Planetary
activity marks the start of a more thoughtful phase,
one in which your mind must be given freedom to
explore where it will. There are more important
things in life than work and money. Find them.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Some Pis-
ceans enjoy business and financial negotiations.
Others hate them. Whichever category applies to
You, one thing is certain: You won't get anything
for free over the next few weeks. Partners of col-
leagues may not have your best interests at heart.
Be sure to fight for your rights.
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48 Evolution
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
ber or in the White House defend sticking a pair
of scissors into a partially born baby's head so
as to puncture the child's skull?" asked Rep.
Chris Smith, R-N.J.
But anti-abortion lawmakers also contend-
ed that the issue went well beyond such abor-
tions, which are relatively rare.
"Our moment in history is marked by a
mortal conflict between a culture of death and a
culture of life, and today, here and now, we must
choose sides," said House Judiciary Commit-
tee Chairman Henry Hyde, R-Ill.
"It's a frontal attempt on Roe vs. Wade,
plain and simple," said Rep. Carolyn Maloney,
D-N.Y., who supports abortion rights.
The bill, if passed, would let doctors per-
form the procedure only if they can show it was
the only way to save the mother's life. A doctor
who performed the procedure illegally could
face fines and two years in prison. The bill also
would let the father or maternal grandparents
file a civil lawsuit against the doctor for mone-
tary damages.
Opponents of the measure argued that it
would take away a lifesaving procedure used
when the fetus is found to have serious abnor-
malities or the mother faces serious health
problems.
"I didn't choose for my son to die," Vaki
Stella of Naperville, Ill., told a news conference.
"I wanted this baby. I chose to take him off life
support which was my body. Congress has no
right interfering in our lives and our tragedies."
She had the procedure two years ago after it was
discovered that her fetus had no brain.
Rep. Pat Schroeder, D-Colo., said: "We've
had people so engaged with their pictures and
charges and screaming and playing politics in
women's uteruses that we have not really dealt
with the safe motherhood issue."
The Senate passed the bill last December by
a 54-44 vote, well short of the two-thirds margin
needed to override, and Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lou, R-Miss., acknowledged Thursday,
"It will be hard to override."
But he said it was an important issue and the
Senate would hold a vote, possibly next Thurs-
day.
Regardless of the outcome, abortion foes
promised that it would remain prominent in the
presidential campaign. "Today's vote is not
only a historic turning point in our ongoing
efforts to protect innocent human life, but it is a
dramatic turning point in the presidential cam-
paign," said Ralph Reed of the Christian Coa-
lition.
The Christian Coalition and other groups,
pro and con, have waged an intense lobbying
effort in the days leading to Thursday's vote.
Last week, all eight active U.S. Roman Catholic
cardinals gathered on the Capitol steps to pray
for a veto override.
The National Abortion and Reproductive
Rights Action League, or NARAL, said the
House vote was "not about women's health
and lives. It's about the most anti-choice Con-
gress in history trying to hand a pro-choice
president a defeat prior to the election."
Clinton has vetoed 14 bills since the Repub-
licans took over Congress in January 1995.
Congress has tried seven times to override, but
has been successful only once.
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• Politics
House overturns veto on late-term abortion bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — Scoring a big
win for anti-abortion forces, the House voted
Thursday to override President Clinton's veto
of a bill that bans a form of late-term abortion.
The apparent lack of sufficient support in
the Senate makes it unlikely that the attempt to
overturn the veto of the so-called partial-birth
abortion bill will succeed. However, the House
vote sent a message that the issue will not be
ignored in the presidential campaign.
Republican presidential nominee Bob Dole
has campaigned actively on the issue. He said
Thursday that as more Americans become aware
of the "horrible" practice, "the president has
been left almost alone, defending the indefensi-
ble."
When Clinton vetoed the bill in April, sur-
rounded by five women who had undergone the
procedure, he criticized the legislation by say-
ing it "does not allow women to protect them-
selves from serious threats to their health."
The 285-137 vote was four more than the
two-thirds needed for an override in the House.
Seventy Democrats joined 215 Republicans to
support revival of the bill, which would ban a
procedure — generally performed in the third
trimester — in which the fetus is partly deliv-
ered through the birth canal before being killed.
If enacted into law, the ban would mark the
first time Congress has made illegal a specific
abortion procedure since the Supreme Court
ruled in 1973 that a woman has the right to an
abortion.
Supporters of the ban emphasized with
pictures and speeches the gruesomeness of the
procedure — "How can anyone in this cham-
• Accident
Dole counters fall with humor
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Republican
presidential candidate Bob Dole today
used humor to shrug off his fall from a
California campaign stage, telling a rally
that he was really trying to dance the
Macarena.
"First, I want to say, don't be afraid
of standing close to the stage. I'm not
going to dive off today," Dole said to
laughter and cheers from a crowd of sev-
eral hundred at a rally today.
"I was trying to do that new Demo-
cratic dance, the Macarena. I'm not go-
ing to try that any more," Dole said of
the new dance craze.
Dole appeared in fine shape today,
shaking hands and waving to the audi-
ence. Campaign spokesman Nelson Wad-
ield said Dole noticed only a small bruise
on his left ankle from the mishap Wednes-
day in Chico, Calif. Redness in his left
eye had already faded some, Warfield
added.
Asked by reporters how voters should
See DOLE on page 16
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• Money
Unneeded blood tests cost clinical labs millions
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Two nation-
al operators of clinical laboratories will
pay $11 million to settle charges that the
labs overbilled the government by per-
forming about 700,000 unneeded blood
tests.
Many of the labs were operated by
MetPath Inc., which has settled similar
cases in the past, but are now owned by
Unilab Corp. of Tarzana, Calif., and Corn-
ing Clinical Laboratories Inc. of Teter-
boro, which bought out MetPath.
The two whistleblowers who brought
the lawsuit, both ex-employees of a Met-
Path subsidiary, will get about $1.6 mil-
lion from the settlement, approved today
by a federal judge.
The companies do not admit any
wrongdoing, the settlement stated.
Two Californians, Kevin Spear and
C. Jack Dowden, filed the case in San
Francisco under the False Claims Act in
January 1995 after leaving MetWest Inc.
It was transferred to U.S. District Judge
William G. Bassler here three months
later.
The act allows private citizens, on
behalf of the government, to sue those
who submit false claims and to get at
least 15 percent of any money the gov-
ernment recovers, the portion in this case.
The whistleblowers charged that the
labs cheated Medicare and other state
and federal insurance programs by per-
forming tests and getting reimbursement
for tests that were not ordered by doctors
and were medically unnecessary.
"This is an example of why the Medi-
care fund is going broke," said Mary
Louise Cohen, one of the lawyers for
Spear and Dowden. "It was a widespread
practice in the medical industry, yet doc-
tors and patients were completely un-
aware of it because the bills were sent
directly to Medicare."
Since Medicare and the other insur-
ance program paid the entire cost of the
tests, patients were not overcharged, said
Assistant U.S. Attorney Janet S. Nolan,
who handled the case for the govern-
ment.
The unneeded tests — hemogram in-
dices — cost the government from $4 to
$8, depending on when and where they
where performed, Nolan said.
The $11 million represents approxi-
mately 2.5 times the overcharge amount,
about $4.4 million, said John R. Phillips,
another lawyer for the whistleblowers.
The labs were accused of performing
hemogram indices whenever a doctor or-
dered a common blood test, a complete
blood count, or another type of test called
a retic count.
Doctors would get the results of the
test they requested, along with the results
of the hemogram indices test, Nolan said.
The hemogram indices were useless
to most doctors, since it takes a specialist
to interpret them, Phillips said.
The tests were done from January 1990
to October 1993, mainly at labs in Cali-
fornia, and also in Denver; Wallingford,
Conn.; Deerfield Beach, Fla.; Detroit; St.
Louis; and Atlanta.
Under the settlement, Corning is to
pay $6.9 million and Unilab is to pay
$4.1 million. The state of California is to
get $190,643 as reimbursement for false
Medicaid billings.
• Space
Clinton announces new direction for Mars mission
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) —The first man
on Mars will probably be an atmosphere-
sniffing, chemistry-testing robot.
"We're going to continue to expand our
knowledge of the universe. In December,
we're going to launch a long-planned robot-
ic mission to the surface of Mars," Presi-
dent Clinton said today during a campaign
swing. "And believe it or not, if you've seen
the movie, it lands on Independence Day
1997."
Referring to this summer's hit movie,
"Independence Day," the president added,
"We thought we'd go visit them first and try
to get around that blowing up the Capitol
and the White House business."
In announcing a new space policy today,
Clinton is putting an end to a Bush adminis-
tration dream of putting a human explora-
tion team on Mars in the year 2019. That
project, with a $500 billion-plus price tag,
arrived stillborn when President Bush pro-
posed it on July 20, 1989. No money was
ever appropriated.
The new policy commits the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to
using robots because they don't require elab-
orate machinery to produce livable air, food,
water and to rid of waste. One robotic mis-
sion to Mars already is scheduled for 1997
and one for 1998.
Clinton's science adviser, Dr. John Gib-
bons, was to announce the revised policy
today in Washington, the official said.
Bush in 1990 had formulated the goal of
putting a person on Mars by the year 2019,
providing some of the political impetus be-
hind a $100 billion project to put a perma-
nently manned space station in orbit by the
end of this century.
Clinton in 1993 ordered a presidential
decision directive to make a broad review of
space policy.
The Washington Post in today's editions
quoted a White House document as saying
the space station "will support future deci-
sion on the feasibility and desirability of
conducting further human exploration."
Luckily, you can still
sign up for all this
great stuff from AT&T
Representing the first comprehensive
revision of U.S. space policy since the Cold
War, the policy document was being re-
leased in preparation for a December "space
summit" that will involve about 15 admin-
istration and congressional officials, the Post
said.
It emphasizes obtaining new efficien-
cies in the space program by transferring
some activities to the private sector, devel-
oping cheaper technologies and consolidat-
ing programs.
It also opens the door to purchasing
launch services from other countries, call-
ing "free and fair trade" a goal that should
be implemented as contracts expire.
Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's
why we've designed a package to make things
easier Choose AT&T and look at all you can get:
ltue Reach° Savings
Save 25% on every kind of US. call
on your AT&T phone bill when you
spend just $25 a month.'
ATM' lineRewards'
Get savings at Sam Goody/Musicland,
TCBY "Treats" and BLOCKBUSTER
VIDEO with the Member Benefit Card.
ATM' Utthersal MasterCard,
A credit, cash and calling card that
brings you discounts on USAir And
no annual fee—ever.'
AT&T VityldNer Service
Get 5 free hours of Internet access
every month just for having AT&T
long distance.'
To sign up, look for us on campus or call
1 800 654-0471
AT&T
Your True Choice
http://www.att.com/college
Customers pay separate telephone charges to reach the service. ©1996 AT&T
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Dole from page 14
view the fall, Dole said, "They ought to
think, boy, that guy's agile, he's young,
he goes after 'em, he's tough."
"It's a wonder I didn't get hurt there,"
Dole had said after falling more than three
feet from a stage. "No big problem."
President Clinton was asked today
about Dole's tumble. "I hope he's OK,
Clinton said while campaigning in Seat-
tle. "I understand he is," the president
added.
Dole, 73, was reaching out to support-
ers' outstretched arms when a decorative
white railing that was not secured to the
stage gave way. "As I said, we're going
after every vote," he quipped.
His fall to the ground was broken in
part by photographers, and he quickly
got back to his feet and resumed shaking
hands.
Dole's only complaint was a small
amount of blood in his left eye, which he
believes might have been caused when
his left hand brushed the eye as he fell.
After he arrived in Las Vegas, Dole
was examined by an eye doctor who said
there was no internal injury and amount-
ed to a minor scratch "on the lining of the
white of his eye."
On his campaign plane to Las Vegas,
Dole looked at pictures of the fall, which
press photographers showed him on their
laptop computers.
"I'm feeling fine but I want to see
your little slide show," Dole said. He
said "Yikes!" when he saw the photo of
himself being helped up by Secret Ser-
vice agents.
Dole, who has no use of his right arm
as a result of a World War II injury, joked
about the accident in his speech. "I think
I just earned my third Purple Heart going
over the rail. I guess you could say I took
a spill for Chico. I just went over the
top."
Asked if the fall meant he's had a bad
campaign day. Dole said, "No. I got up,
didn't I?"
of • ,t.s,
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:.„..i Li .: (A .% ,...:AN PRE VE hi t  FOkE ST FIRES'"
Watch your savings grow.
Savings is a deeply rooted tradition in Maine.
At Merrill Merchants Bank, we know how much your savings mean to you.
That's why we're introducing a premier savings account—
GOLDEN PASSBOOK.
And, the facts speak for themselves.
5.12% Pai:19e
AA Merrill Merchants Bank
Bangor Brewer Orono Pittsfield
Member FDIC Equal Housing Lender Cr
Please send me more information about the GOLDEN PASSBOOK Account.
Name 
Address 
City State  Zip 
AA Merrill Merchants Bank 201 Main Street Bangor, Maine 04401 Telephone 207 942-4800
`The minimum Monce toupee the Golden Passliwk Savings Account iind to obtuin the stated APT is $7.500.00 Withdrawals are subject to a 30-day notice The interest rule
's variable and may change at any time The interest rate will always exceed our regular passbook rote by ot least 1.00%. Interest is occrued on the daily collected balance
ompounded monthly ond credited monthly. The doily bubo,, method is used to calculate the interest. The stated Annual Percentage Yield b accurote 0,01 luly 1.1996.
• Business
Justice Department
investigates Microsoft
NEW YORK (AP) — The Justice De-
partment is investigating how Microsoft
Corp. sells its Internet software to determine
whether it is trying to stifle competition in
the fastest-growing part of the technology
industry.
The company announced the inquiry
Thursday and said it would comply with
antitrust regulators' request for documents.
It is the first time the agency has sought
information from Microsoft since summer
1995, when it examined the company's plans
for an online network.
A Justice Department spokeswoman de-
clined comment on the Microsoft statement.
While the agency for months has said its
investigation into Microsoft is ongoing, law-
yers and observers of the software industry
have perceived it as dormant for some time.
Last month, Netscape Communications
Corp., the leading maker of software used to
find and publish information on the Inter-
net's World Wide Web, urged antitrust reg-
ulators to examine Microsoft's practices
and plans for its Internet products.
Attorney Gary Reback, outside counsel
for Netscape and an advocate for other com-
panies who have fought Microsoft previ-
ously, said Thursday he was glad to see the
Justice Department take up the issue.
"On the one hand, I would say it's about
time," Reback said. "On the other hand,
there's still time for the government to get in
there and maintain a free and open Internet
that would benefit all of us."
Netscape accused Microsoft of using its
dominance in personal computer operating
systems to influence computer makers, In-
ternet service companies and others into
giving Microsoft's Internet software greater
prominence over competitors.
Netscape complained that Microsoft
pushed PC makers to make its program the
easiest choice for computer users to access
the Internet. Netscape also accused Microsoft
of charging PC makers less for its Windows
95 operating system if they agree to make
competitors' Web browser programs less
accessible to computer users.
Microsoft maintains that Netscape's ac-
cusations are an attempt to divert attention
from the release of a Microsoft browser
program that matched many of the qualities
of Netscape's product.
William Neukom, Microsoft's senior vice
president for law and corporate affairs, said
Netscape's complaints amount to old news,
already dismissed by the Justice Department.
"It is disappointing that our competitors
continue to seek government intervention in
the competitive process rather than concen-
trating on improving their products," Neu-
kom said in a statement.
The Justice Department's antitrust divi-
sion has had Microsoft's business practices
under scrutiny since 1993. In 1994, the
agency forced Microsoft to cease discount-
ing practices that had tilted the competitive
landscape in favor of its MS-DOS and Win-
dows operating programs.
Monday- Saturday 7am-7pm
Sunday 8am4pm
big Wool 6weater8!!!
many styles & colors
come & get yours at Ampersand's today
$5.00 off
any wool ,weater
• with this coupon
•
•
•
• • • • • • •
•
•
• • OOOOOOO • • • • • OOOOO • • • • • • • • •
offer expires 10/15/96
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Sports Brieft
Morrison may fight again
TULSA, Okla. (AP) —Former heavy-
weight fighter Tommy Morrison, who is
HIV positive, scheduled a new conference
today to make what his lawyer termed a
"major announcement."
Morrison's attorney, Stuart Campbell,
refused to elaborate on the scheduled 2
p.m. news conference. It would be Morri-
son's first since he announced in February
that he tested positive for the virus that
causes AIDS.
The boxer's promoter, Tony Holden,
also refused to comment on the news con-
ference. But there was speculation that
Morrison might be planning another fight.
De La Hoya bout
postponed
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Undefeated
Oscar De La Hoya has tendinitis in his left
shoulder and his Oct. 12 title defense will
have to be postponed, a spokesman for the
promoter, Top Rank, said.
Todd duBoef said the fight with Miguel
Angel Gonzalez for the WBC super light-
weight crown would probably be delayed
until January.
De La Hoya, of Los Angeles, will
begin six weeks of therapy before resum-
ing training for the Gonzalez fight.
The delay also pushes back De La
Hoya's planned rematch against Julio
Cesar Chavez, scheduled for Jan. 18 at the
Los Angeles Coliseum.
The Gonzalez bout, scheduled at Cae-
sars Palace in Las Vegas, will probably be
moved to the Thomas and Mack Center on
the UNLV campus.
Red Sox stay alive
DETROIT (AP) — A day after catch-
ing Roger Clemens' 20-strikeout game,
Bill Haselman homered as the Boston
Red Sox beat the Detroit Tigers 8-3 Thurs-
day and kept their slim wild-card hopes
alive.
Jeff Frye had three RBIs for Boston.
Tom Gordon (11-9) gave up three
runs and nine hits in seven innings with
six strikeouts.
Tony Clark's strikeout in the first
inning was the Tigers' 1,186th, breaking
the previous AL record they had set in
1991. Eight more strikeouts followed,
leaving Detroit nine shy of the major
league mark of 1,203 set by the 1968
New York Mets.
Boston took a 4-0 lead in the second
off Trever Miller (0-3) on Rudy Pember-
ton's RBI single, Nomar Garciaparra's
two
-run single and Frye's bases-loaded
walk.
Haselman had an RBI single in the
third, Frye drove in two with a fifth-
inning single and Haselman hit a solo
homer in the seventh.
Rookie Raul Casanova hit a two-run
homer for Detroit in the sixth and Clark
singled in a run in the seventh.
The Sox could move within 3-1/2
games of Baltimore, pending the out-
come of the Orioles day-night double-
header with the New York Yankees.
• Roundup
UNH hands Black Bears first loss
From Staff Reports
Orono—It was a day that seemed to be
better suited for staying inside. Yet the
University of New Hampshire Wildcats
came to the soccer field looking to beat
the upstart University of Maine women,
and did just that.
UNH took a 2-1 over the Black Bears
in each team's America East opener. The
Wildcats applied early pressure on
UMaine goalkeeper Shelia Fenderson,
scoring in the second minute on a center-
ing pass from Kimberly Boyle to junior
forward Niki Begin. The Wildcats con-
tinued to put pressure on the Black Bear
defense for the first 15 minutes of the
game, but couldn't convert their shot
opportunities.
The second half saw a turnaround by
UMaine, pouring the heat on UNH de-
fense. In the 42nd minute, the Black
Bears scored on a corner kick. Senior
back Kristen Adami sent the kick to the
middle of the penalty box, where it
bounced around until forward Jill Cassie
headed the ball to Mary Wells, who
promptly sent a shot off the goalie and
into the net to tie the score at one.
The second half was all UNH. In the
60th minute, Boyle blasted a shot past
Fenderson to give the Wildcats a 2-1
lead. UNH kept coming at UMaine, but
Fenderson was solid in net, stopping sev-
en of nine shots.
The loss was UMaine's first of the
season. UMaine is now 3-1, 0-1 in Amer-
ica East. UNH improved to 3-3-1, 1-0-0
in America East.
Men's soccer: The University of
See ROUNDUP on page 18
• Baseball/Softball
Black Bear teams
begin fall games
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
In today's sports world fall usually means
one thing: football.
In the past when the leaves turned brown,
everyone's thoughts turned to baseball and the
Fall Classic. College baseball is and usually has
been a distant thought at this time of the year.
The University of Maine is looking to change
all of that.
Both the Black Bear baseball and softball
teams will be in action this weekend, opening
the fall portion of their schedules. The Black
Bears will play in the OWCA Fall Classic this
weekend. Head coach Paul Kostacopolus and
the Black Bear baseball team will host North-
eastern for a pair of games Saturday night and
Sunday afternoon.
Kostacopolous has many reasons for play-
ing fall baseball, one of which is to get to know
his new team.
"Being a new coach and being in a new
situation,! need to find out how our guys fit in,"
Kostacopolous said. "I need to see what kind of
competitive nature they have and how they
approach the game."
See BASEBALL on page 19
Black Bear Renee Bussel drives past UNH defender Shannon Strong during the
Wildcats 2-1 win Wednesday. (Joe Lachowski Photo.)
• Football
URI, UMaine square off
By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
This weekend the University of Maine
football team will look to make it three in
a row when it entertains the University of
Rhode Island.
The Black Bears are playing the sec-
ond game of their three-game homestand
and are coming off a shocking win against
the Boston University Terriers.
Bob Jameson. (File Photo.)
Head coach Jack Cosgrove is enthusi-
astic about his team's 2-1 start, but knows
the Black Bears must have a repeat per-
formance of last weekend if they want to
extend their winning streak.
"Rhode Island is a very good football
team," Cosgrove said. "They are one of
the best teams in the conference."
The Rams are off to a less than satis-
fying start with an 0-2 conference record,
although their record is deceiving Cos-
grove said.
"They're 0-2 in the conference," said
Cosgrove. "However, they frighten me
because they are hungry. They're an
angry team and they want to win."
Tailback Bob Jameson, who will be
one of the keys on the offense this week-
end, reflected on URI and the importance
of getting the third win of the season.
"This is a big game for us; we'd love
to be 3-1," Jameson said. "I think they'll
be tougher than last year, and it should be
very good game."
URI is coming off a tough loss to the
University of New Hampshire last week-
end and is still winless in the Yankee
Conference this year.
This weekend will feature a solid foot-
ball game between the confidence filled
Black Bears and the victory hungry Rams.
"Right now we're flying around, but
we don't want to get to over confident,"
Jameson said. "We need to go out and
play smart football."
The Rams are led by senior quarter-
back Chris Hixon. Last season he was a
third- team All-Yankee Conference se-
lection after he threw for 2,250 yards
with 15 touchdowns.
This season Hixon is off to another
good start, and it will be the Black Bear
defense that will have to come up big
once again.
Other players the UMaine defense will
have its hands full with are senior wide
receiver Cy Butler, who leads the team
See FOOTBALL on page 18
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• Column
Clemens, Nomo show pitching rules
By Scott
Martin
Sports Editor
In the year of
the home run, it
would seem im-
possible we'd be
talking about a
no-hitter and a
20-strikeout game in the same week. But
we are.
Hideo Nomo and Roger Clemens
showed America that power pitching still
rules. Nomo threw a no-hitter for the Los
Angeles Dodgers Tuesday night in the
most unlikeliest of ball parks, Coors Field.
Clemens topped that performance
Wednesday night by striking out 20 De-
troit Tigers in recording a 4-0 shutout.
While Mark McGwire, Ken Griffey Jr
and Brady Anderson continue to hit home
runs at a dizzying pace, Clemens and
Nomo proved pitchers can still dominate.
All it takes is a little heat.
Clemens turned back the clock 10
years in repeating his 20-strikeout per-
formance against the Seattle Mariners on
April 29, 1986. The Rocket overpowered
hitters all night with his 90-plus mph
fastball and a split-finger fastball that
was dropping off the table. Clemens had
total command of that ever-shrinking
strike zone, painting the corners like Pi-
casso painted a masterpiece. At one point
in the eighth inning, Clemens threw a
heater on the inside corner to Brad Amus
that was called strike one. Amus watched
the pitch and shook his head as if to say,
"How can I hit that?"
Clemens' performance is even more
remarkable when you take two things
into account. First, Clemens is 34 years
old. Last night he looked like a 25year-
old stud, throwing gas even the best hit-
ters couldn't catch up to, as he tied Cy
Young's Red Sox record for wins and
shutouts.
Second, Clemens did not walk a bat-
ter. That just goes to show how much
control Clemens had. He had batters chas-
ing his nasty forkball and split-finger
fastball in the dirt, while keeping them
off-balance with a two-seam fastball that
would move in on right-handed hitters.
Clemens' high heater reminded many of
the night he struck out 20 against Seattle.
That same year, he went 24-4 and led the
Sox to the World Series, winning his first
of three Cy Young awards.
Nomo's no-hitter was the third no-
hitter thrown in the majors this year, but
his had to be the most impressive. The
Colorado Rockies have averaged 8.3 runs
and 12.6 hits at Coors Field. The launch-
ing pad in the Mile-High State is home to
four players with 30 or more homers
(Andres Galarraga, Ellis Burks, Vinny
Castilla and Dante Bichette). To throw a
no-hitter against the National League's
best-hitting team in that stadium takes
something special.
Nomo is just that. He did his thing
much the way Clemens did his, mixing
fastballs and split-finger fastballs. Nomo
struck out only eight, but outdid Clemens
by not allowing a hit.
Clemens and Nomo. The Rocket and
the Hurricane. These two flamethrowers
give baseball purists a reason to stand up
and cheer. Pitching is back, with a flash.
Football from page 17
with 17 receptions and three touchdowns.
On the offensive side of the ball. Maine
will look for the continued success of
tailbacks Andre Pam and Bob Jameson.
The two rushed for a combined 274 yards
last weekend, and will look to have an-
other monstrous game.
UMaine will also be looking to wide
receivers Rameek Wright and John Ten-
nett to help balance the offensive attack.
"The thing we have to do now is redi-
rect our energies to Rhode Island," Cos-
grove said. "We enjoyed our win over
BU and it did a lot for our confidence."
No
Experience
or
Equipment
Needed
Come join us and see what teamwork is
all about. All you need is the desire to
compete intercollegiately and have a
blast doing it. We practice
Tues,Wed,&Thurs.@ 4PM on the
University Park field, 1/2 mile down
bikepath by Family Housing.
Just show up.
Any questions call Shawn or Mike at
866-7105
Department of Recreational Sports, Sport Clubs Program
140 Memorial Gym, 581-3054
As the weekend draws near, UMaine
will have a chance to pull its record to 3-
1, which would be one of the best starts in
team history in a few years.
"To get off to a 3-1 start would be a
tremendous start," Jameson said. "It
would be the best start to a season since
I've been here. It would be an energy
booster, and our confidence would be
real high."
Roundup from page 17
Maine men's soccer team will look to end
a two-game skid when it heads to Bradley
Friday and Philadelphia Textile Satur-
day.
Despite only allowing two goals in
their last two games, the Black Bears have
suffered defeats. Nathan Benoit returns to
goal for Maine after sitting out last Satur-
day's loss to the University of Massachu-
setts due to a one-game suspension.
The Black Bears won't change their
game plan, and will try to continue to
improve offensively, according to head
coach Scott Atherley.
"I'm very pleased with the way our
team as played. As I like to say, we are
not going to try to reinvent the wheel or
anything," Atherley said. "We just need
to develop a rhythm offensively. That
will take time due to our inexperience."
PIESENTME
MOST IMPORTANT
INSTIMMENT IN
TREATMENT
NISBOKE.
YOU
telephone
can make
the dillerence
betweon gtrike
that raay take a few
yveekii of recovery. 4Eld oroi
take: a lit Because the
ineter yeti call an anti-Anita ond got
to tete sit, the greater your chance of
limiting brain damage.. :lb learn more: cantatt
your nearest Amenean Heart Asonciation.
You (yin ;Op preveni heart diswse can
fell you hotk.
American Heart Association
PIZZA KING
"Sittipiy lite gest!"
866-5505
Free Delivery
41: n.i!C iWaY
1 4 P4rit Street •
11,) 0,V€7 :110
Ili or Tilke om
any large single topped pizza ONLY $7.99
with this coupon
Hot & Cold Subs
I. 
B &J Ice Cream
.1
WE'VE
MOVED!
That's right, tiewins/Carison
Wagcmlit Travel has moved. We
hove relocated to a more
convenient location. We are
now located in the Memorial
Union, left side of the bookstore.
(In the old Post Office location)
NIMS/CarisonWagonlit c
Stop by today to plan your:
• Campus/Business Travel
• Holiday Trips
• Spring Breath getaway
• Special Cruise
• any travel needs you have
01 cell as at 531-1400 or 1-1100-370-0999
• Steinbrenner
Torre's with Yanks to stay
NEW YORK (AP) —Timing has nev-
er been George Steinbrenner's forte.
As his New York Yankees prepared
for their biggest game of the season,
Steinbrenner announced Wednesday that
manager Joe Torre would be back for the
1997 season.
Was he trying to divert attention away
from his team, taking the pressure off for
their showdown series against Baltimore?
Or was he, as he's done in the past, trying
to bring attention to himself?
The answer probably falls somewhere
in between. But whatever his intention,
The Boss certainly made news Wednes-
day.
Only a few hours before the Yankees
opened their AL East showdown series
with the Orioles, Steinbrenner praised
Torre's performance this season.
"I told Joe Torre he absolutely will
return next year no matter what hap-
pens," Steinbrenner said. "Even if we
blow this thing, which I don't believe we
will, he will return. This should take
some of the pressure off. Most of all,
though, he deserves it.
"I like everything he's done. He's a
native New Yorker. He has the mental
toughness that New Yorkers admire, ap-
preciate and need. There was no reason
for not telling him to relax and that he'll
be back.
"I felt it was time coming into this
tough period — and we're going to do
damn well down the stretch here — to let
him know he's back ... so the matter can
be put to rest."
EXERCISE
See YANKS on page 20
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
10% discount on services to
Whim ct9s all University students.
Tanning & Fitness Center
dso ottektng
Complete Hair 8c Nail Care
Aerobics Monday-Thursday Evenings
Hours: Sun. 12-5, Mon.-Sat. 8am-8pm
25 South Main Street
Old Town,ME
827-2456
Need a job this semester?
Want to share the secrets of
your academic success?
The Onward Tutor Program is looking
for Peer Tutors in the following
100 & 200 level courses:
Math MAT 107, 111, 114, 115, 122, 126, 127, 215, 228 & 232
Biochemistry BMB 207 & 221
Physics PHY 107, II , 121 & 122
Chemistry CHY 115, 116, 251, & 252
Biology BIO 100
Computer Science COS 220, 221 & 250
Engineering Mechanical, Electrical, Civil & Survey
Foreign Languages German, French, Spanish & Russian
To qualify as a tutor, students must be currently
enrolled at UMaine, have received an A or B in the
course(s) they wish to tutor, and have a minimum of
2.5 GPA (3.0 preferred).
If you have excellent communication skills, a high
level of patience and are willing to work with small
groups of students 2-3 times a week, then tutoring
must be the job you're looking for. If you're interested
and would like more information, please contact:
The Onward Tutor Program, Flagstaff Road,
Orono campus; 581-2319
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Baseball from page 17
Kostacopolous said this will be different
from any other fall schedule he has had be-
cause he is new and doesn't truly know his
team.
"A lot times previously at the school I used
to be at (Providence) the fall schedule was for
our younger kids," Kostacopolous said. "This
time it is for my whole team because I' mjust not
sure how the players are going to react, so this
is a big tool for me."
This is also a chance for Kostacopolous to
Paul Kostacopoulos. (File Photo.)
showcase beautiful Mahaney Diamond when
fans and recruits can see its true beauty.
"Fall here is a beautiful time. We'd like our
recruits to come up here and see the field in a
nice situation and see our kids play," Kosta-
copolous said. "Our facitlity is one of the top 20
in the country and we want to show it off. Mr.
Mahaney spent a lot of money on this thing. I
want people to see this."
The Black Bears enjoyed some success last
year against Northeastern, going 2-2. This will
be a good opportunity for UMaine to gauge a
conference opponent, but Kostacopolous may
not have time to worry about that.
"I'm so focused on our team that I'm not
really worried about seeing anyone else," Ko-
stacopolous said. "I just want to see our kids
play competitively and create a mindset of how
I want these kids to play."
In softball head coach Janet Anderson's
Black Bears won the OWCA Fall Classic last
year with a 7-4-1 record, and as a team, won the
Most Outstanding Player Award. In an unusual
tournament format, games will be no longer
than 75 minutes. UMaine faces Holy Cross at
8:30 a.m., Brown at 11:30 a.m., and Merrimack
at 2:30 p.m.
Saturday's tournament will lead to the sin-
gle elimination bracket Sunday. Anderson sees
this as a chance for her freshmen to get some
action and for her team to bond.
"It allows us to see our new freshmen and it
gives us a chance to get back together as a team,"
Anderson said. "It gives us the opportunity to
play all divisions of college softball."
In the fall, Anderson will be missing players
from her roster, such as Mary Wells, because
they also play soccer. Anderson sees this as an
advantage and disadvantage.
"One of the negative aspects of this is not
every one of our players will be with us because
they also play soccer," Anderson said. "But this
also helps because it gives us confidence to now
we can play under that adversity."
Anderson wishes the tournament could be
held in Orono.
"I would love to see something like this up
here," she said. "It gives us a chance to play
softball all night. But we'lltake this opportunity
and head down to Cambridge and look to have
some fun."
Aso'
Powor Bushmoss
Multimedia P133
Add $345 for 15 inch monitor.
Only!
16MB RAM
1.2GB Hard Drive
6x CD
Sound Card
256 Cache
Win 95
Lotus Smartsuite 96
Carel MP...e.rral
WtwdParfeat Sults
Software packages for Win 95 and Win 3.11!
Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall • University of Maine
Mon. 10:00 - 4:30 • Tues. - Fri. 8:30 - 4:30
581-2580 • http://ccweb.umecit.maine.edu/
Your Campus Computer Store!
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Yanks from page 19
The Yankees defeated the Orioles 3-2
in 10 innings Wednesday night to open a
four-game lead in the AL East.
Asked if the win felt any sweeter fol-
lowing his owner's vote of confidence,
Torre said: "Nah. This baby was won-
derful."
Steinbrenner, who has fired 20 man-
agers since he took over the team in 1973,
said he's happy with Torre despite the
fact that the Yankees' lead in the AL East
has shrunk from a high of 12 games to
three before Wednesday's win.
During Tuesday's rain delay before
the series opener with Baltimore, Stein-
brenner met with Torre in the manager's
office, fueling speculation that Torre
might be out after serving just one year of
his two-year deal with the Yankees.
But all Steinbrenner wanted to do
was tell his manager what a great job he
was doing.
"I especially wanted him to know that,
no matter what happens in the season's
final weeks, the second year of his contract
will be honored and he will manage the
Yankees in 1997. He deserves it," Stein-
brenner said. "I know as well as anyone
that no team among the contenders is 12
games better than the other teams in its
division, especially in what I consider the
toughest division in all of baseball."
UMaine Sports:
the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper The Maine Campus
• College football
Tennessee, Florida meet in big game
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — So much
for easing into the conference schedule for
Florida and Tennessee.
Here it is just the third game of the year,
the Southeastern Conference opener for both,
and already it seems that everything is on the
line.
"This is the make-it or break-it game,"
said Vol linebacker Tyrone Hines.
Saturday's game will give the winner the
inside track to the SEC Eastern division title
and a trip to the SEC championship game.
That leads to national considerations. In
two of the last four years, the SEC champion
has played for the national title.
Championships not enough? Then con-
sider the crowd. The NCAA record for a
regular-season college game, 106,867, could
well fall Saturday when the Gators come
into newly expanded Neyland Stadium.
You want rankings? Tennessee is No. 2,
Florida No. 4.
Stars? Quarterbacks Danny Wuerffel of
Florida and Peyton Manning of Tennessee
are both top Heisman Trophy contenders.
Exposure? Tennessee has issued more
media credentials than for any game in its
history. CBS has the national TV broadcast.
Rivalry? After a recent visit to his home-
town of Sevierville, 35 miles from Knox-
ville, Florida linebacker James Bates said:
"They hate us. I think they hate us more than
the people around here hate them."
Neither Florida nor Tennessee is a strang-
er to big games, but the experience edge
goes to the Gators.
Under Steve Spurrier, Florida has played
in four straight SEC championship games
and last year's national title match against
Nebraska. Annual regular-season battles in-
clude Tennessee, Auburn, Georgia and Flor-
ida State.Fts.spERAye
Hr.
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American
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The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.
help wanted
Students wanted to help handicapped
student with getting up, meals,
driving, schoolwork, and going to
bed. $5.00 per hour. Call Bill Picard at
1-7170 ( Lawn House, DTAV) 
SPRING BREAK '97- SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, & GO FREE. STS is hiring
CAMPUS REPS/ GROUP ORGANIZERS
to promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica,
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849 for
information on joining America's #1
Student Tour Operator
Spring Break! Earn cash! High commis-
sions/low prices! Work for SST! Travel
free! Sunsplash 800-426-7710 
WANTED: Men for PEER EDUCATORS
and SHARE. $5.20/hr. Workstudy or
3.2 GPA necc. 581-4561. Call ASAP
Talk about sex.. .Get paid Cool Call
581-4561 for more info.
Tutors wanted for BVA 337, COS 211, and
FSN 101. Handicapped student needs notes
put on tape, etc.. $5.00 per hour. Call' Bill
Picard at 1-7170 ( Lown House, DTAV).
ATTENTION Everyone! Earn $500 to
$1500 weekly working from dorm/
room! No experience necessary! Set
your own hours! Serious individuals
call toll free 1-800-977-7262.
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!*** Find out
how hundreds of Student Representa-
tives are already earning FREE TRIPS
and lots of cash with America's #1
Spring Break Company! Sell only 15
trips and travel free! Cancun, Baha-
mas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO
AVAILABLE. Call now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
apartments
Orono- heated 1&2 B.R. Apts walking
distance to UMO 866-2816
Roommates/ Apartment for rent- Orono.
Less than one mi from campus. Large
three bedroom house, with large living/
dining room, kitchen, storage garage.
$250 a mo/person + electricity & phone.
$650 to rent whole house + all utilities.
Call Brian @ 945-0256, leave message.
Old Town 1 or 2 bedroom clean
spacious small pets allowed easy
to heat cheap 827-7298 Eve 
10 min to U.M. All utilities pd including
cable. Call Landlord @ 207-339-2043 or
827-6744. Price $200 per month.
Orono- Furn. rooms two minute walk to
UMO 866-7888
3 Park St., 8 Rooms, $800, 827-6788
Tenant pays for cable + phone. Walk
to Campus and Downtown.
For Rent : A modern 3 bedroom
town house apartment. Chem free,
no pets, $600/mo. Call 866-3785.
Large 3-4 bedroom avail. immedi-
ately. Walking distance to campus -
no pets. Call 866.-2516 or 941-9113.
Seeking mature, quiet male or female
to share lovely house on Grove St.
right next to campus. 866-2443 LVMS
Old Town two bedroom apt $350
per month plus utilities. Call 866-
personals
ATTN SENIORS: Our time is finally
here! Help make class of 1997 the best
yet! Join Sr. Council and help make
the fun happen. Every Wed at 6pm
Bear's Den, All Seniors Welcome!
miscellaneous
DO YOU BELIEVE IN GHOSTS?
HAUCK AUDITORIUM TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 8 AT 7:00 PM
Boss Hog must go vote Perot. Call
866-2650
Transcriptionist wants part-time work
experience research, interviews, and
meetings. Call Skip 942-5457
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO- Get fit, get
fast, get real. Martial arts 2 nites/
week $35/mo. Call Ray @ 827-5821
TAG SALE 43 Pine St Orono Everything
from furniture to decorations. Good
stuff, really cheap. TH & FRI 9/19&20
Yo, Greeks! Finest dunk tank around
avail, for your bash. Best price in area.
Rent before too cold. 827-5821
Come on over to the Circle K New
Student Reception. We're UM's only
co-ed service organization-- check us
out! Food & fun at 6:30 pm Mon Sep
23 in the Bangor Lounge, Mem Union!
Bear Brew Pub welcomes you
back with dollar draft nights
Mon- Wed after 9PM this week
Honey Bear Brown.
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000 Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities
and groups. Any campus organiza-
tion can raise up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT
Need College$! Consider private sector for
scholarships. Call 285-7655 for information.
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from
sponsors!!! No repayments, ever!!!
For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Orono Farmers Market! Tues+ Sat 8-
1 steam plant parking lot.. pumpkins,
apples, coffee & bagels
for sale
1978 Dodge 4dr, good transpor-
tation, good tires, starts easy,
needs paint. Asking $400
before 7pm 827-3428 Old Town
Canvas Fold-A-Boat Kayak w/ paddle
homemade, good shape $200.00.
Call 581-6744 ask for Amy
Refrigerator- 2' (ht) 1 1/2 X 1
1/2. W/ freezer compartment.
Exc cond. $70 Call 866-2781
1993 Ford Escort loaded, one
owner 58K miles ask $5500
866-3403
Word Processor- Large screen,
spellcheck, etc. Great condition
$150. Call 866-3085
Sunrise Park + Sales 827-0490 840 So.
Main St. Old Town 1972 12X60 2 BR 1
Bath All set up on spacious lot.
$7900.00 Great Buy
lost and found
LOST-BOOK "MAKE GIFTS" at Union
or library. Return to Orono Public
Library or call 827-4270
FOUND: Pair of eyeglasses in Women's
restroom in Carnegie Hall Sept. 5. Call
X3245 to Claim
Found-Anklet/bracelet found near
Hart Hall. Silver and green beads.
Call 581-8538 to claim.
LOST-PAGER Lost 9-6 at York Village.
REWARD 581-7303
3 days • 3 lines • 3 bucks
